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WHO IS BABYLON - ??? 
O-O-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0“0—0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
The R&H for Doc.2, 1971 printed a List of 
“Radio 'Hams" in the World* 700 to 1000* We 
are writing a Series of Papers just for that 
List* We will send ONE to each name. If you 
write - you will bo sent the full Scries 
of 4. If you do not write - you will proba
bly not hear from us for a Year - if over* 
Just send your Address and the Address of 
others - and wo will tako care of it. We are 
keeping enough of Serios #(l) to sond one 
to you. PLEASE BE SURE to state which # you 
received. Paper #(l) was: “THE TRUTH ABOUT 
1888.” Not known before 1966 - 1971.

QUESTION: Why are the Writings of JONES- 
WAGGONER, accepted for the period AFTER 1892 

- when thoy would not print ONE 
IOTA of what they said in 1888 - ???

QUESTION: Why do the same men Glory in 
the Writings of 1905 - who fought the Message 
of 1888 -???’.

QUESTION: Why did Sr. White say WHEN the 
Message of 1888 would come again - it would 
AGAIN bo HATED, “spoken against11 “rejected1’ 
“ridiculed11 by the “MAJORITY?11 Did she make 
a Mistake - or is the Message of 1905 a sad 
Mistake.???

QUESTION: Who has “HATED" - “SPOKEN AGAINST0 
- “RIDICULED0 - the 1905 Message - ???

QUESTION: Was the Message of 1888 so much 
a "MESSAGE" as an “ATTITUDE?"

We give some of the Answers in SERIES (l)- 
send for it. ? HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, Box 
1270,tGrand Forks, BC Canada.(604-442-3781.) 
(We give the Phone # since we have had a 
number of Calls. DDD 604-442-3781.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
RADIO HAM REPORT #(l) - 
we dealt at length with the Adventist phe
nomenon of making a Big Thing out of the 
Adventist Church being the “LAODICEAN CHURCH11 
or in the “LAODICEAN CONDITION0 in 1852 - 
but IGNORING COMPLETELY the JUST AS EMPHATIC 
TESTIMONY that the Adventist Church was in 
the “EPHESUS CHURCH0 • or the “EPHESUS ,r- 
CONDITION’' (the FIRST Church condition1) 
applied just as emphatically to tho Advontist 
Church as the “LAODICEAN11 (LAST Church condi
tion.1) - why did they pay no-nevor-mind to 
THAT - ??? R&H Feb*25, 1902. RH A4:385.

I mention this at this point only for 
the purpose of stating that THEY-DID-THE- ; 
VERY-SAME-THING-WITH “BABYLON111 Applying it 
ONLY -when It suits THEM!

?? Jan* I, 1972.
■0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

We made the discovery in the 1970-1972 
Period - that there are 3 “BABYLONSJ" 
This is clear and precise, and cannot 
be disputed* And NOT being able to un
derstand it is what led the URIAH SMITHS 
to (l) CHANGE the Testimonies. (2) De
clare them to CONTRADICT themselves!

BABYLON ONE.
“GREAT CONTROVERSY” Copyright, 1888, 
1907,1911. This book is a Fake* Read it • 
with reservations. Not just a FEW Changes 
but HUNDREDS of Changes. A Book INSPIRED 
did not need ANY Changes. That they DID 
CHANJE tho Books you will find in EGW- 
MR 65,80. Voice of Prophecy “TREASURE 
CHEST11 62. RSH. Nov.27, 1883.

By a “Committee of 5“ appointed by 
the General Conference, and the FIRST' 
CHANGED BOOK was this “GREAT CONTROVERSY” ‘ 
that was a great PART of the “CONTROVERSY 
that took place in 1888 - but which they 
have kept under close Wraps.

The ORIGINAL BOOK from which the 
FAKE was COPIED - was “SPIRIT OF PROPHE
CY" Series 4 - printed in I884. (Also 
known as tho “I884 GC.” Tho same Book,)- 

Now on the Subject of BABYLON - let 
us see what they did with it:

1 BABYLON ONE.
IN YOUR BOOK r the.first time I find 
“BABYLON’ is on p.65. This “APOSTATE 
BABYLON of tho Apocalypse” is the “CHURCH 
of ROME.” in tho Days of the WALDENSES;
GC 65. Also called: "THE CHURCH." GC 64.

SAME THING: SoP 4:69,70. (I find tho 
word: “BABYLON’ appears first p.64. It 
is the SAME: “BABYLON." And the “TRUE 
CHURCH” separates from this DARK AGES 
“BABYLON1 GC 65. SoP 4:69,70.) 

BABYLON (I) - REV. 17.
IN YOUR BOOK - tho same “BABYLON’ is. 
mentioned GC 65,237,248,381 and 382 is 
very clear that this is “ROME” and this 
is “REVELATION 17“ - GC 382.

SAME THING: SoP 4:64,70 and this is 
the “MOTHER" of “HARLOTS" p.233. Rev. 17.

BABYLON (2) - REV. 14.
IN YOUR BOOK - GC 381 is a “BABEL" and 
a "CONFUSION1 and not worth considering. 
After reading it you know NDTHINj, And 
when you come to GC 382 you find tho 
SAME as SoP 4:233 - that tho “BABYLON1 
of “REVELATION 17“ is the BABYLON of 
tho DARK AGES * “is ROME." But that is 
ALL :that is Clear.



18“ into this Page (GO 383) was only CALCU
LATED to DECEIVE 1 The ORIGINAL did not take 
up REVELATION 18 - was not READY to take 
up REVELATION 18 - was meaning to BUILD UP 
to REVELATION 18 - for 189 pages LATER -’! 
So them throwing REVELATION 18 into this 
page was only MEANT to CONFUSE J For she was 
not ready for it - for another 189 pages] 
She was ONLY dealing with ROMANISM of the

She made a Fleeting MENTION of the LAST 
MESSAGE in the ORIGINAL BOOK - which 
they did not Like - the very Idea that 
THEY were NOT giving the really ‘’LAST*’ 
MESSAGE - had to be wiped out - erased] 
With this Background and with this Expla
nation, let us now look to the ORIGINAL 
and see the Difference, we mentioned 
MOST of the Differences except ONE. I 
wonder how many (or I should have said

is not ’‘BABYLON" - and Sprinkle in a bit of 
“REVELATION 18“ which was NO PART of the 
ORIGINAL - and now see if there is ONE single 
Seventh-day Adventist that will be able to 
figure this thing out! Then they slipped in 
the word: “ALONE" - and the MA2E and the 
CONFUSION was COMPLETE! Which makes it a 
completely CONTRADICTORY (l should have 
said: “SELF-CONTRADICTORY”) Statement!
O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0 
Did I lose you? I see the above is not very 
Clear, so let’s start all over again: 

REVELATION 17 and 14.
If you do not know that there aro 3 separate 
and distinct “BABYLONS” in this Book - you 
will never unravel this Mystery. But if you 
know there aro 3 distinct “BABYLONS” than 
you can do it. So them throwing “REVELATION

THE HARLOT CHURCHES of WM. MILLER’S DAY - 
the “BABYLON” of REVELATION 14 in 1844 -H 
There are TWO “BABYLONS” and never the 
Twain shall meet! One was in ROME. The 
other wAs in WASHINGTON. An OCEAN apart, 
o-o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
Stop how - and look at this in its SETTIN}, 
In prophetic Vision, the Prophet goes thru 
the History of the “CHURCH” from the destruc
tion of “JERUSALEM” to the DARK AGES to 
1844. Then she has to go into a tremendous 
amount of Explanation BEFORE she can come 
to the FINAL “BABYLON” - REVELATION 18-!!

how FEW) will UNDERSTAND that ONE MAJOR 
STATEMENT! In the midst of religious 
“BODIES” there is one “BODY” - and the 
KEY to UNDERSTANDING THAT - is to notice 
that it was “ONCE PURE” - now just WHO

2-(#249.) The bottom of GC 382, and p.383 
is the greatest Mess you ever hope to see! 
C - 0-0—O -0 —O —0 -0 —O —O —O -0 -o —o -0 -0 -o -o -o -0 -0-0 
The 1888 GC was NOT as BAD as THAT! But 
they wanted to help out TM I to 62. There 
it says: the Seventh-day Adventist Church 
(present 1893 TENSE!) IS NOT BABYLON!

So now if you read SoP 4:232 or 1888 GC 
383 that the “ROMISH CHURCH” is NOT Babylon 
and furthermore CANNOT BE “BABYLON.”’ Now - 
where are you - ??? Two “BABYLONS” that ARE 
NOT’ The SDA Church is not “BABYLON" - 
the Romish Church is not “BABYLON.”1

Anyway - to ELEVATE the SDA Church a few 
Notches - it was considered expedient to 
wipe out the Evidence that the “ROMISH CHURCH” could THAT be - ??? ROMANISM V??? OR 

APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM that has- been 
teaching the SATE ABOMINATIONS as THEIR 
MOTHER - so just WHO was once “PURE?” 
If you do not Know - I am not going to 
tell you! Then this whole thing is of 
no value to you - and you CANNOT GIVE 
THIS LAST MESSAGE! For you know neither 
the FIRST nor the LAST thing about BABY
LON! (Yes! Go ahead and throw this Paper 
down! You were just LOOKING for that 
excuse - proud and haughty "JEW,”') 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

THE ORIGINAL.
“BABYLON is fallen (FOOT NOTE REFERENCE- 
Rev. 14)...“BABYLON is fallen,” WAS 
given in the summer of 1844...must apply 
to some religious BODY that was once 
PURE, and has become CORRUPT. IT-CANNOT 
BE-THE-ROMISH-CHURCH which is here meant; 
for that Church has been in a FALLEN 
condition for many CENTURIES.”SoP 4:232.

1888 BOOK.
“The message of REVELATION 14 announc
ing the fall of BABYLON, must apply to 
religious BODIES that were once PURE 
and have become CORRUPT. Since this 
message follows the warning of the

DARK AGES - REVELATION 17. Thon HER DAUGHTERS, Judgment, it must be given in the LAST 
DAYS, therefore it CANNOT-REFER-TO-THE 
ROMISH-CHURCH, for that Church has been 
in a FALLEN condition for many CENTURIES, 
Furthermore, in the eighteenth chapter

■ of the REVELATION, in-a-messago-which- 
is-yet-future, the people of God are 
called upon to come out of BABYLON,” 
1888 GC 383.o-o-o-o—0—0-0-0—0-0-0—0—0—o-0-0-0—0—0 
What difference do you see above - ???
(1) They had to bring in the “LAST DAYS”
(2) They had to bring in “REVELATION”

18 - !! Give me the ORIGINAL! I884»
• ■ - r * g



Q

14 - 1844 PROTESTANTISM.
New World - ROMANIST! in 

the Old World - and who is going to 
bo the HEAD and not tho TAIL - ???

O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 
That last Answer is quite easy* The 144?000 
and tho last BABYLON oppose each other* 
THERE-IS-NO-OTHER-CLASS but these Two, And 
so they stand OPPOSED to each other as they 
are REVEALED in the SEALING.1 And with whom 
does tho Sealing BEGIN - ???

“JUDGMENT must BEGIN at tho House of God.” 
I Peter 4JI7. And so from the “HOUSE CF GOD” 
tho WISE VIRGINS go one Way - the FOOLISH 
go to “those who Sell.”

And whore do thoy go EXACTLY? Is there 
any Record in the Testimonies - ??• 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0-0—o—0-0—0—0 
“A World’s Convention! EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, 
(SDA’s are now calling themselves “EVANGELI
CALS” - “If in expectation of a larger 
prophetic role amid these trends Adventists 
should gird up their evangelistic loins 
THEY-WOULD-FIND-THEMSELVES-IN-STEP-WITH- 
OTHER-EV ANGELIC AL S who share their concern. 
...to make COPWON CAUSE with those OTHER 
EVANGELICALS...Seven&h-day Adventists will 
in LARGE measure bo participants in a COM
MON CRUSADE with OTHER conservative EVAN
GELICAL groups in opposing “apostasy”within 
the LARGE Denominations.. .with a clear as
sertion of tho denomination’s EVANGELICAL 
heritage.” SDA MINISTRY. 20-1. June, 1966.)

3-(#249) YOUR BOOK - I9II.
chorefore it cannot refer to the Roman 

Church ALONE, for that Church has been in 
a FALLEN condition for many CENTURIES. Fur- 
tho:, more, in tho eighteenth chapter of tho 
REVELATION; the people of God ARE CALLED 
UPON (present tense.’) to come out of BABY- 

According to this Scripture, many of 
God’s ; ” ‘

BABYLON.” I9II GC 383.
O-Q-O-O-O-O-O-O-O—0-0—o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o—0-0—o 
The R&H Chopping-Block, and the White Trus
tees Mix-Master Machine - turned this Testi
mony to setting the Message of REVELATION 
18 and the BABYLON of REVELATION 18 - in 
the PAST TENSE! Whereas tho Prophet wanted 
189 pages before she was ready to reveal 
REVELATION 18 - SoP 4:232 to 421. It is 
going to take quite a bit to got this thing 
STRAIGHT in your Mind - and there is only 
ONE WAY to do it - REJECT EVERYTHING but 
tho ORIGINAL “SPIRIT OF PROPHECY.” 1884 

3 EABYLONS - 1-2-3.
BABYLON (I) - Rev. 17 - DARK AGES ROMANISM. 
BABYLON (2) - Rev. 14 - 1844 PROTESTANTISM. 
BABYLON (3) - Rev. 18 - APOSTATE PROTESTANT

ISM in tho

“So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare 
the way,for the Image to the Beast...
A World’s Convention’ EVANGELICAL ALLIANCI 
and universal creed!” When this shall bo 
gained...it will be only a STEP to tho 
resort to FORCE.

“When the LEADING CHURCHES of the
- United States, UNITING upon such points

STILL BE IN (present tense!) of doctrine as are held by them IM COM
MON, shall influence the STATE (LLU-VA) 
to enforce their decrees and to SUSTAIN 
their INSTITUTIONS, THEN Protestant 
America will have formed an IMAGE...” 
GC 444^5. (NOTICE the wordsIN COMMON.” 
“SPECTRUM” SUMER - 1971 - one holding 
BABYLONISH DEGREES called for “IN COM
MON” doctrines to win “Converts” and 
get them IN the Church - tell them about 
the Third Angel’s Message - AFTERWARDS! 
FROOM set the pace for this. Way back 
in 1944 he said NOT to Preach on “Con
troversial” Issues! QUESTION: What else 
is worth Preaching ABOUT - ??? When 
they fill the Church with that Kind - 
it is Time to “GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!”) 
0-«0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
We have now seen that there are 3 BABY- 
LONS. That the LAST BABYLON will be a 
MIXTURE of them ALL. They will UNITE 
on DRUGS-X-MASS-EASTER-STYLES-WAR-give 
up the Sanctuary Truths with the false, 
self-styled ”AWAKENING" and keep SUNDAY! 
See this in GC 606-8. T5*463.

This extreme Step will no doubt be 
taken AFTER their Probation is CLOSED, 
so that at that Time it will not matter 
WHAT they do, which is what they are 
even now TEACHING!

THE AWAKENING.
Meant to go to every Seventh-day Advent
ist around this World!

“Ye are NOT under the LAW...God does 
not HELP any man fulfill the CONDITIONS 
of His covenant, ..NEVER!...the believer 
is never called upon to satisfy the de
mands of God’s LAW...NEVER!...He ful.- 
filled the CONDITIONS Himself.. .That 
has all been DONE. The new Covenant is 
sealed. All its CONDITIONS have been 
MET.. .When FAITH is taken in the broad 
and proper sense, it is ALL that is re
quired of man...FAITH from START to 
FINISH...It is the ONLY QUALIFICATION 
required...Therefore the believer is 
not under LAW...Meaning that he is no 
longer required to satisfy the demands 
of the LAW. The entire debt has been 
paid by Jesus Christ...the LAW is fully



NEVER I

no matter how Bad that Condition was in 
the Bihlo - give them Control of the 
Press and the Church, and they would 
make "A Bag of Potatoes into a National 
Figure.1' "SPEWN OUT?" that was Easy. 
That means "GOING THROUGH.1" What they 
wanted in Lower Slobonia-Laodicea was 
to beat the Tom-Toms for the "LAST CHURCH
IN THE BIBLE I” Many people belonging 

to that Church FOR-NO-OTHER-RE ASON.’
FIRST CHURCH.

When she instructed the Church in R&H 
Feb.25,1902. RH A4:385. That the Advent
ist Church was a "BARREN FIG TREE” and 
the FIRST CHURCH EPHESUS CONDITION was 
"applicable to Seventh-day Adventist 
CHURCHES in their present Condition" - 
they IGNORED it COMPLETELY. They paid 
it no-never-mind. THAT did not fit in 
to tneir "Prophetic Interpretations."

This they effectively BURIED in the 
VAULTS. And why they opened a Crack of 
those Vaults in 1962 is still a Mystery. 
We had raised such a Clamor for this

4-(#249) THE LASi IS FULLY SATISFIED... 
u-COii. the LAW in the eye• ..Jesus.• .has 
equalled its mighty claims...delivered from 
the LAW...the IMPOSSIBLE task of TRYING to 
^as’.&fy the LAW TS demands...wo cannot enter 
the Judgment trusting in SANCTIFICATION. 
i'E/ERi.c yfho RIGHTEOUSNESS of the Saints is 
in heaven, NOT on Earth.The RIGHTEOUSNESS 
has been PROVIDED. None of God’s true child
ren lack any RIGHTEOUSNESS.. .JESUS1 RIGHT
EOUSNESS. • • NOTHING more is required...Those 
who IMAGINE that the Latter Rain is bestowed 
because they ATTAIN to so and so much SANCTI
FICATION. . .They BELITTLE the GIVER and cheap
en the GIFT. They base their Hope on ATTAIN
MENT instead of ATONEMENT..."ALL THINGS ARE 
READY: come unto the Marriage." TO THE SANC
TUARY, 0 Israel’" p032»38. P .D.BRINSMEAD. 
"PRESENT TRUTH” COR Oct. 23,1971. PO Box 
511, SNOHOMISH, Wash. 98290.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o--o—o—o—o—o—o—o —o—o 
The EDITORIAL by RDB invites the joining of 
hands with "what we have IN COMMON." p.4. 
Everybody wants to be "IN COMMON’ - which 
is the EXACT WORDS you will find in GC 445 
in the Building of the IMAGE and BABYLON, 
Just "get with it"- "IN COMMON’"

HERE IS SOMETHING THAT 
IS NOT "IN COWON" - ’ 

"The LAW of God will be satisfied with no
thing SHORT of PERFECTION, of perfect and 
entire CBEDIEN3E to all its Claims. To come 
HALF WAY to its reouirements, and KOT RENDER

I had prepared Notes. I departed from 
these Notes to go into the 3 "BABYLONS." 
But now that I have come to this Point, 
I must tell you ALL. And I think it is 
TIP® to tell you ALL. You must know the 
Truth - for the Truth will make you Freet 

URIAH SMITH.
The URIAH SMITH GANG declared WAR on 
Sr. White in 1883 when they announced 
to the World in the R&H Nov.27,1883 - 
that they would undertake to CHANGE the 
TESTIMONIES to remove alleged "IMPERFEC
TIONS." VOP TREASURE CHEST 62. EGW-MR ’ 
6$?60. (EHW-MESSNGER TO THE REMNANr/54, 

This high-handed TREASON called for 
a "CONFEDERACY" of Evil to stand AGAINST 
the Testimonies - 1888. Jones & Waggoner 
hardly knew what was going on, and hap
pened to take the Right side. But when 
it came time to Vote - and they saw 
how it was going - they VOTED on the 
OTHER SIDE! For the "30 pieces of Silver" 
and the Reward of High-Office. As did 
Wieland & Short in 1950. The SANHEDRIM 
has a POWERFUL and TERRIFYING Influence, 
especially after reminding those who 
ought to Worship them - how truly Holy 
and Divine they are J Every Sabbath, and 
don’t you dare "CRITICIZE.’" The Predes
tination and the Infallibility, 

THIS I KNOW - 
FOR URIAH SMITH TOLD HE SO.

They accepted the Premise that the Ad- 
perfect and thorough submission and obedience, ventist Church was the LAODICEAN Church, 
WILL-AV AIL-NOTHING 00. .God was of a truth 
with His people WHEN-THEIR-WORKS correspond 
with their FAITH, Wherefore by their FRUITS 
ye shall KNOW them...

"Here is the GREATEST DECEPTION that can 
affect the human mind, for persons to BELIEVE 
that they are RIGHT when they are WRONG... 
Finally Jesus TEARS OFF their SELF-RIGHTEOUS 
COVERING.^.They are found WANTING when it is 
forever TOO LATE to have their wants supplied 
...profess to have the GIFTS...This Class 
do not know wftat they really believe. They 
are EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come 
to the KNOWLEDGE ("ADD to your Faith KNOW
LEDGE 4") and NEVER ABLE to come to the KNOW
LEDGE of the Truth...Some rejoice in the 
idea that they have the GIFTS...May God de
liver His people from such GIFTS...Ho will 
reward them as their WORKS have boon...and 
unless ha REPENTS it were better for him 
that a millstone wore hung about his nock, 
and ho cast into tho Soa." SG 4’156-160, 

"Speak unto us SMOOTH THINGS, prophecy 
DECEITS”. But this is not my Work."T5:679.



ALL IS- 
there- 
.upon

5-P^zq) -t0 b0 donG that they saw the Danger 
u: the LAW itself moving in and OPENING 
uhoae VAULTS - that they Thought it expedi
ent no Open a Crack, and we may go away 
,:an: fjfiod But we are now Interested MORE 
THAN EVER in the ”R&H” ARTICLES months of 
v/'ilch are found MISSiNG - and we wonder WHY. 
V.e agree with INGEMAR LINDEN of AUTUMN 1971 
“SRECTR.UM’- magazine that the hidden things 
in the VAULTS should be OPENED to balance 
out a BIASED and ONE-SIDED Treatment of 
such things as “S-MASS” if you care to COM
PARE the MISLEADING ’’ADVENTIST HOPE” with 
the CHOPPED-OFF Testimonies not fit for you 
to know about - as you can find by going to 
the 6 BIG ’’ARTICLE” Books. ((85.00 to (IOO.00

This is the SATE SIN as the CATHOLIC 
CHURCH of the DARK AGES keeping the Holy 
Writings chained to the Pulpit - and then 
only for SELECTED ECCLESIASTICS to ”INTERPRET” US 
to the Dumb Public J

We read with a Thrill how the WRITINGS 
wore SP.TUGGLED at the Risk of Life - to those 
who wanted them. Where are such Today - ??? 
This SIN is repeated in the History of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. “THEY are fol
lowing in the TRACK of ROMANISM.” TM 362. 

Nover fear, God will reveal the Truth 
though men and Demons rage all around us. 
Catholic Lawyers and Adventists have been 
called in on a Witch-Hunt to try to Stop 
this Paper from reaching you. You have it, 
donft you? And so you shall havo MORE - IF 
you want it as they did in another DARK AGE. 
Stopping me will not Stop this Message.

URIAH SMITH.
URIAH SMITH liked the Tone of CATHOLIC CAR
DINAL GIBBONS, BISHOP NEWTON and such BETTER 
than the Interpretations of the Testimonies. 
They sat on this Dead-man’s Chest 5 to 7 
times to change ’’ARMAGEDDON” - oven JONES 
tried his hand at it - but he was so Silly 
nobody would listen to him. From 1897 to 
1901 as the chief EDITOR of the R&H ho de
veloped the concept that the Eui^oan Nations 
and Japan with the USA who was then becoming 
invested in the Philippines - constituted 
“THE KINGS OF THE EAST” and the ”PARTITION 
OF CHINA” was “THE COMING BATTLE OF ARMAGED
DON.” D.E.Mansoil. SDA-MINISTRY Doc.1967.31. 

1888.
The Big Thing of 1888 was the CHANGED GC. 
And the Big Thing of the CHANGED GC was tho 
mossing around with “BABYLON.” You see, 
there are TWO THINGS that are of greatest 
Interest to us now. “COPE OUT OF BABYLON”- 
woll - there IS-NO-BABYLQN! So it must bo 
understood in its SYMBOLIC SENSE.

no J

And so also, the Book starts out with 
“COME OUT OF JERUSALEM J” Flee for your 
Life when you see the “ABOMINATION THAT 
MAKETH DESOLATE’” Well, there is no 
“HOLY CITY” now (they took THAT out of 
your GC also’ That the “HOLY CITY” is 
“THE TRUE CHURCH” 1888 GC 266. 1884 GC 
188. NL 12. WTF 2.) if you KNEW THAT - 
you might read ISAIAH, JEREMIAH, EZEKIEL 
with a different pair of Glasses on. 
WHAT becomes of the “HOLY CITY” and the 
“HOLY PEOPLE” in the “LAST DAYS?” RDB 
in that “REVELATION” thing of his - 
jumped over DANIEL 9 with a Hop, a Skip, 
and a Jump. Because it deals with “the 

) DESOLATIONS of JERUSALEM” “Yea, 
RAEL have TRANSGRESSED thy. LAW,.. 
fore the CURSE is poured upon us. 
JERUSALEM.. .all this EVIL is come upon 

..owe have SINNED, we have done WICK
EDLY ..I beseech thee, let thy ANGER and 
thy FURY be turned away from thy city 
JERUSALEM. ..thy people are become a RE
PROACH to all that are about us...for 
the overspreading of ABOMINATIONS he 
shall make it DESOLATE.” Daniel 9.

This would NEVER do - where is tho 
ERASER? Let us make some hard Thrusts 
at tho CATHOLICS’ T9:243. CWE 63-5. 

NOT BABYLON’
The CATHOLIC CHURCH NOT BABYLON? Oh, 
That will never do! Again - where is 
that ERASER?

Sniping at “ROMANISM” - the Big Bad 
Wolf of tho Dark Ages became the Sport 
of Adventists. That was REVELATION 17.

But they had a New Wolf to face - 
the BABYLON of REVELATION 14 - but they 
decided to TAME this “WOLF” - hide be
hind this “WOLF” - because now it is 
“OUR WOLF” - for “SAFETY” from the other 
“WOLF!” Poor Blind BRINSMEAD fell for 
this Ruse - “ROMANISM” would “RULE” the 
World! When it was the whole Intent of 
the ORIGINAL ’’GREAT CONTROVERSY” to take 
189 pages PAST the "BABYLON” of p.232 
to the “BABYLON” of p.42l - which would 
be SPEAR-HEADED by AMERICAN EVANGELICAL 
PROTESTANTISM’ That would set up the 
IMAGE. It is NOT-THE-BEAST’ It is the 
“IMAGE OF” the BEAST.’ And the CATHOLIC 
CHURCH would only come in at the END! 
And they would not even know WHO the 
SAINTS are - until the Seventh-day 
Txdventists would point them out,’

As they DID in WORLD WAR I and WORLD 
WAR 2 - as they turned over “DETRACTORS” 
over to the GERMAN CATHOLICS! MILITARISTS.



How thinkcst thou?

6-(#249) As these Slavering WOLVES in SHEEP’S 
CLOTHIN} are now getting ready to do again, 
as they again reach over the ABYSS to clasp 
hands with the CATHOLIC KENNEDY MILITARY 
POWER in Vietnam, The craziest War in His
tory, started to enhance the CATHOLIC. The 
nDEFENDER MAGAZINE” reported NEWS-MEDIA in
terviews of “NON-COMBATANTS” - and of the 
other Churches nearly ALL were united in 
giving a man the RIGHT to his FREE CONSCIENCE, 
But it should be noted that the DOCUMENTED 
EVIDENCE showed the SDA “NON-COMBATANTS” 
favored the BO?®ING, said it was “NECESSARY” 
and as one man OPPOSED the CONSCIENTIOUS 
OBJECTORS who would not go to the FRONT LINES, 
or who defected to CANADA - that they should 
be forever STRIPPED of all RIGHTS’ Yes,’ This 
is DOCUMENTED! This is on Record1 The littlo 
snowy-white innocent Lamb beginning to speak 
with the Voice of a Dragon.’
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0-0 -o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
INDEX - “DRAGON” represents “CIVIL” autho
rities! Or maybe some vague “RELIGIOUS POW
ERS” - but the word “BRETHREN” is COVERED

■ UP! “When BRETHREN manifest the spirit of 
the DRAGON, to make WAR upon those who be
lieve that God has communicated LIGHT and 
COWORT to them through the TESTIMONIES, 
it-is-Time for the Brethren & Sisters to

• assert their LIBERTY and perfect FREEDOM 
of Conscience. ” T4:245-6. T5:462. TI:3'4I. 
o-o—o-o-o—o—o-o-o—o-o—o—o—o—o-o-o-o B7:6l. 
CONDEMNING - what a how-de-do they make 
when any REBUKE them for their POISON DRUGS 
or WAR-MONGERING or whatever. Using only 
legitimate channels of EDUCATION - but when 
these Slavering WOLVES in CHINA, in RUSSIA, 
in GERMANY, in RUMANIA, in BULGARIA, in 
MERIC A - CONDEMN-THEM-TO-DEATH-OR-INSANE 
ASYLUMS through the AMA-FDA-SDA or through 
the MILITARY or the COURTS - this is not 
“CONDEMNING”- ???? 
Foul HYPOCRITES!
o-o—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
COLLECTING MONEY UNDER FALSE PRETENCES - 
to set up a CHURCH INSTITUTION. - and as 
soon as ever they start to build, it - begin 
to Dicker with the MILITARY ARM to take it 
over! AARON was a PIKER compared to this.’ 
AARON never collected “THE WORLD’S LARGEST 
OFFERING” - $1,000,000.oo to pour down his 
GOLDEN COW OF SCIENCE - the Lord sent them 
a $E,000,000.oo FIRE by which to CELEBRATE’ 
And they haven’t caught on yet!

“I was in the night season called upon 
to behold buildings rising story after 

story toward Heaven.. .FIREPROOF.. .HOW FOOL
ISH .’...The FIRE ENGINES could do NOTHING.”

T9:12-3,25,28,92-6. Ev.4O6. RH A5:3 43.
THE GREATEST ??IL IT ARY-CHURCH 
COMPLEX IN HISTORY’

They wild, even “CHOOSE” the Doctors to 
run that COMPLEX. And no doubt the NURSES 
also, Only those who know how to Light 
a Cigar, and pour out a Drink from his 
favorite Bottle, and serve up the South 
End of a Pig going North.

For certainly no Army man will be 
deprived of THAT, This is NOT an attempt 
to Convert the World - but the Church.

“Many of the PROTESTALT Churches are 
following Rome ’s example of iniquitous 
connection with “the Kings of the Earth” 
., .by their relation to SECULAR GOVERN
MENTS; and other denominations, by seek
ing the favor of the WORLD. And the 
term -BABYLON” - confusion - may be 
appropriately applied TO-THESE-BODIES.” 
GC 383. LEFT OUT’

“God looks upon those APOSTATE BODIES 
and declares them DAUGHTERS of a HARLOT.” 
1884 GC 234* Read your Book 383-390,

“The followers of Christ and the ser
vants of Satan CANNOT HARMONIZE.“GC 507.

“Conformity to worldly customs CON
VERTS THE CHURCH to the World; it NEVER 
converts the World to Christ,” GC 509.

“He who CHOOSES to ASSOCIATE with the 
servants of SATAN, will soon cease to 
FEAR their Master.” GC 509«

“SATAN is continually seeking to over
come the people of God by BREAKING DOWN 
the BARRIERS which SEPARATE them from 
the World.” GC 508.

“All who are actively engaged in the 
CAUSE OF GOD (are those who are) seeking 
to UNVEIL the DECEPTIONS of the Evil 
one...with many Tears & Temptations.” 

THE FALSE PROPHET. GC 510. 
“...the mission of this paper is NOT OLE 
of EXPOSURE and DENUNCIATION..” July/68. 
“...NOT to CONDEMN..’’ May, 1969. from 
the self-styled: “MESSENGER OF LIVING 
RIGHTEOUSNESS” F .T .Wright - the echo 
of RDB - who presumedly by his own con
fession has not enough “PERCEPTION11 nor 

“SHARPNESS” - nor “GREATNESS OF MIND” - 
to carry out God’s commission to “SHOW 
MY PEOPLE ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS” which 
is the basis for being SEALED. “MARK 
THIS POINT WITH CARE.” T3:267. “But the 
GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do 
not thus SEE...“Go...through the CITY, 
and SMITE...SLAT UTTERLY, and BEG IK at 
my Sanctuary,” SAME, (This is in the 

“CLOSING WORK...in‘the SEALING TIRE .”266.)



7-(#249)

they heard His withering REBUKES and DE

BODIES in the SEALING TIME! RH AI:II.PT32.)

Israeli I will not again pass by them 
any more:...and the SANCTUARIES of Israel 
shall be LAID WASTE.., and thy sons and

T4:4I7y487. >
“THE FRIEND OF GOD,” 

“Such mon APPROVE that which God APPROVES 
and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNS. ”T4:615.

FALSE PROPHETS (were) SLAIN before...JEREMIAH What a Fraud! 
...Just such men arise in those days and 
breed CONFUSION...Those who pursue a course 
of REBELLION against the Lord can always 
find FALSE PROPHETS who will JUSTIFY thorn 
in their Acts and FLATTER them to their 
DESTRUCTION. LYING words often mako MANY 
FRIENDS..." are NOT the FRIENDS of God, tho 
GREAT REPROVER." T4:I73-I80.

anymore. And the SONGS of the Temple 
shall be BOWLINGS in that day, saith 
tho Lord God; there shall bo many DEAiD 
BODIES in every place; thoy shall cast 
them forth with SILENCE.“ AMOS 7:8,9,17. 
8:2,3. (No DENOUNCING - no CRYING ALOUD?

7-(#249) THE FRIENDS OF GOD - !!!
EW 43 and the “THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE” is 
very clear that tho “FRIENDS OF GOD“ worship 
since 1844 in tho “MOST HOLY PLACE.” EV/ 254. 
But tho “ENEMIES of tho Pro sent Truth have 
boon trying to OPEN tho Door of tho Holy 
Place...” EW 43. Or there are some whoso 
“PERCEPTION” is so Donso, and their Mind 
so LITTLE - that they oven try to find Him 
way-out-in-tho-OUTER-COURTI It would seem 
to mo such people would drive a Car BACK
WARDS down the Road!

I expect to hear momentarily of such 
people driving off a Cliff while singing: 
“Show me the way to go Home!”

Yes, Sir! They sure did a lot of crazy 
Driving in 1964 - predicting tho END of tho 
SDA Church - and passing themselves off as 
“REFORMERS.” But coming in to Confuso and 
Destroy. While mouthing pious Platitudes.

CONDEMN!
“There were two other FALSE PROPHETS, Ahab 
and Zodekiah, who prophocied LIES in tho 
name of tho Lord. These mon PROFESSED to bo 
Holy Toachors; but their LIVES were CORRUPT, 
and they wore SLAVES to tho pleasures of 
SIN. The PROPHET OF GOD had CONDEMNED tho 
evil course of these men and WARNED THEM 
of thoir Dangor...they were ANGRY with tho 
FAITHFUL. REPROVER...and sought to WART 
HIS WORik by stirring up tho people.. .those

Let the FALSE PROPHET boafft and blow 
that he does not “FIND FAULT” - no, not 
even with the Devil - let him hang this 
like a Medal about his Neck - it will 
only serre as a Noose to Hang him at tho 
Last! “/ill the Soldiers of the Cross 
virtually obligate themselves to ENTER 
the CRUSADE against the adversary of 
souls, to CONDEMN WRONG and SUSTAIN RIGHT
EOUSNESS.. .Everything worth possessing, 
even in this world, must be secured by 
EFFORT...EARNEST EFFORTS." T3 *254-5.

“Wrong habits are not OVERCOME by a 
single EFFORT. Only through LONG and 
SEVERE STRUGGLES (a thing the AWAKENING 
flat-footedly DENIES! FALSE PROPHETS 
want “NO EFFORT" - “His Angels LEFT those 
who made ND EFFORT to help themselves, 
and I lost sight of them." EW 270.)

“Only through LONG and SEVERE STRUGGLES 
is self mastered.. .WILLING OBEDIENCE to 
God’s requirements gives vital energy & 
POWER to the Soul." T4:612-3.
0-0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
But the FALSE PROPHET will find those 
that he can Soduce. With “SMOOTH THINGS.” 
o-o-o—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The FALSE PROPHET avows he will say 
NOTHING about the ABOMINATIONS coming in 
because “It is NOT the Mission of this 
Paper to DENOUNCE..J” My! How Pious! • 

But very reaefrand willing 
to call us “ANTICHRIST!” If wo do not 
get Tangled in his "THORN-BUSHJ“ While 
the Adventist gets Tangled in his CHURCH- 
STATE MILITARY COMPLEX, But neither one 
will denounce the other! Like the PHARI
SEES and SADDUCEES joined hands at the 
Last, Sc will this Crew.

“Then said the Lord, Behold, I will 
“These pale-faced ministers.. .They indig- set a Plumb-Line in the midst of my people 

nantly REFUSE to CLIP.® the Ladder, wishing 
to be ELEVATED by a less laborious PROCESS.

NUNCIATIONS against HYPOCRISY and CORRUPTION1! thy daughters shall fall by the Sword... 
(See TI*27O,259,268.IN THE ARMY! SG 4* 
6?. T£:595, FCE 482. T5:2l3. EW 213. 
EH Al:40,I04.)(IN THE WAR! IN THE SEALING!.

 ___   r “THE END is come upon my people of
*(and 100 more! ALL MISSING from your INDEX!); Israel; I will not again PASS BY them 

A Truth which the FALSE PROPHET will 
NEVER accept; “In the CLOSING work of God 
in the Earth...in the Hour of greatest Peril, 
the God of Elijah will raise up...THE VOICE 
OF STERN REBUKE...Boldly will men of God’s 
appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH  .
with THE WORLD.11 PK I87.(What is this saying? Then have this - with "SILENCE!”J)EAD. 
That there WILL BE that “UNION.™)



L

Ah, ;
the LAST *‘BABYLON” statementI Altogether 
DISORDERED in TM. What they show in TH 19- 
23 - came AFTER TH 62. And what is the 
SUBJECT of TM 62 - so that the other would 
fit like a Glove WITH it - !?!?

ransacked the VAULTS, brushed all the 
Cob-Webs aside, and EUREKA! They FOUND 
one - that ANYONE, ANYTIME, says the 
Church is BABYLON - you may “KNOW11 he 
is from the DEVIL! And there are actually 
some who Think that Statement is AUTHEN
TIC! Nagel thought so.

If the LAW ever moves in to those 
VAULTS with the right Equiptment - it 
will be interesting to find out how 
much is “AUTHENTIC!“ That they dig up 
when it suits them. “So APOSTASY in the 
Church will prepare the way for the IMAGE 
to the BE AST. “ GC 444.

8-(?249) - >1955.
In the 1955 period - the Hoehn Research 
Library revealed to the World that “THE 
CHURCH IS NOT BABYLON** was PAST TENSE and 
(1893) PRESENT TENSE - NOT ONCE did one 
statement use FUTURE TENSE! Not once!

In fact we went through the wholo List. 
TM 20,23. TM 37 infers that this is not the 
“Message to bo proclaimed at this Time.*1 
RH A3:76. CERTAINLY that Message could not 
be proclaimed until the Rev. 18 “BABYLON* 
was formed! So certainly 1093 was NOT the 
THE to give THAT kind of a Message!

TM 41 is speaking of a “PEOPLE” not a 
CHURCH! That the “PEOPLE OF GOD” are not 
BABYLON and never will be BABYLON.

TM 42 speaks of the “REMNANT people of 
God” are not “BABYLON*1 - because it says 
right there that the “REMNANT” is to be 
MADE UP! Of course - in the SEALING - and 
it is that SAME SEALING that makes up BABY
LON! There will then be only two Classes - 
the 144,000 and BABYLON.

TM 43 - “Who HAVE BEEN(PAST TENSE!) PRO
CLAIMING...” TM 4$. The Message that “HAS 
BEEN (PAST TENSE!) BORNE...” RH A3:77,79.

TH 47 - “THE TIME OF HARVEST will fully 
determine the character of the TWO CLASSES.” 
TM 49 - past tense. No one need fear and 
tremble before a PAST TENSE statement!

TM 50 - again the INFERENCE that such a 
Message is out of place “AT THE PRESENT 
TIME.” TM 53 - past tense. RH A3:8I,82. 
This is not “THE TRUE ISSUE FOR THIS TIME.” 
Sept. 12, 1893. R&H. A3:82. “BRO. STANTON.”

TM 56 - such men who “HAVE PROCLAIMED.” 
TM 59 - do not “DIVERT SOULS from the true 
issue FOR THIS TIME.” (SUGGESTIVE TENSE.) 
O-O-O—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—O-O-O—0—0—0-0—0-0-0—0-0 
BABYLON (I) - Rev.17 - ROME. (SINGULAR!) 
BABYLON (2) - Rev.14 - AMERICAN PROTEST AUT

ISM. (SINGULAR!) 
BABYLON (3) - Rev. 18 - NOT the SDA Church .

(SINGULAR!) NOT the ROMISH Church to the SEMINARY - then they HURRIEDLY 
(SINGULAR!) But this is a CON
FEDERACY of Evil — and before 
you can DENOUNCE it - it has to 
be FORMED! Has to CONFEDERATE!

BABYLON (3) - Rev.18 - was not yet FORMED • 
in 1893 - no, not oven in 1971!

o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
yes! But what was MISSING out of TH 62

“Jesus sees his TRUE CHURCH on the earth. 
...He hears THEIR prayers...THE CHURCH 
soon to enter upon her most severe CON
FLICT, WILL BE... (Well! WILL BE - does 
that mean “IS BE?” This is a Church NOT 
SEEN in 1893! That FUTURE CHURCH...........)

”...WILL BE the object most dear to 
God upon the Earth. THE CONFEDERACY OF 
EVIL..” RH A3:89. Oct.17, 1893.

THE CONFEDERACY OF EVIL.
The SEALED REMNANT 144,000 CHURCH will 
be opposed by the “CONFEDERACY OF EVIL“ 
and she called the men of 1888 a “CON
FEDERACY OF EVIL!” Now surely this Testi
mony of Oct. 17, 1893 should have been 
put in TM AFTER the Testimony for Sept. 
12,1893. Had it been - the above Testi
mony would be far better to have FOLLOWED 
THIS:

“FALLEN ANGELS upon earth form COl'FED- 
ERACIES with evil men. In this age ANTI
CHRIST will appear as the true Christ, 
and THEN the LAW of God will be FULLY 
made void.. .THE-APOSTATE-CHURCHES-WILL- 
UNITE.” TM 62. And that which is shown 
above from RH Oct.17,1893 - should FOLLOW 
this and THEN perhaps we would have a 
chance to UNDERSTAND it!

WHAT DID WE SEE ABOVE???
The Apostate Churches UNITING..............
UNITING at the Time “ANTICHRIST” appears! 
This UNITING.of this “CONFEDERACY” is 
what constitutes the Rev*18 “BABYLON!” 
Along with “EXALTING the FALSE SABBATH.” 
WATCH them next EASTER SUNDAY! TM 62. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-0 

BABYLON.
When we exposed this “BABYLON*’ shuffle 
done by CHANGING “TM” - to meet the 
Threat of German Reform in 1923, and to 
fix up TITHE statements the way they 
wanted them - when BACH AND of Washington 
took the Hoehn Research Library Reports



that under "THE MESSAGE TRIUMPHANT” in 
Ev.699 as tho’ this was the LAST Scene 
that Sr, White saw - removing her great 
“DISTRESS** that this was only a wishful 
DREAM - but set it down as a FACT -

Then they take the REAL PICTURE as 
the Lord revealed it REALLY IS - most 
of the World in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - 
shown in T9 J29 - and set this up in Ev. 
694 as tho* Satan stealing a March on 
us is long since PAST - !!! (EXACTLY as 
they fixed up “X-MASS" in the Adventist 
“HOP®." Completely BACKWARDS! And then 
talk slyly and glibly - but never seem
ing to say WHERE or WHEN - just somo 
VAGUE accusation that OTHERS take “OUT 
OF CONTEXT!” But one of these pays - 
"HAMAN the Agagite” will be HUNG on the 
SAP® YARDARM he is preparing f<?r MORDECAl)

This setting the Adventist FIRST and 
all others LAST (if at all!) does a num
ber of things:
(1) The proud Pharisee becomes Prouder, 

and “PRIDE goeth before a FALL.”
(2) The sincere but simple - are led to 

believe in an INFALLIBILITY, that 
is not so INFALLIBLE after all!

(3) He is led to Believe - that the LAST 
MESSAGE SIMPLY HAS TO BE POPULAR! 
And thus he will be led astray by 
SATAN’S POPULAR SUBSTITUTE-FAKE
COUNTERFEIT-IMITATION. GC 4*4.

(4) Let the DECEIVERS who have been say
ing “THERE IS NO FOOD*1 (DRINK you 
mean - the DRINK you have been DRUNK
EN on for the last 20 years!) such 
say “THERE IS NO FOOD in the Hoehn 
Research Library Reports*’ - just 
simply BECAUSE we have been WARNING 
AGAINST that “DOCTRINE OF DEVILS’* 
that would lead people so far astray 
that they look for a “GREAT REFORMA
TION AMONG SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS** 
when it is SATAN that gives them 
that Idea! SM 1:204. B2:54. 7:39.

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0—o-0-0-0-o-o-o-o 
SCOURING through the Books, not finding 
what they wanted - discarding quotation 
after quotation after quotation, they 
finally settled on just what they WANTED! 
11 MORE than ONE THOUSAND will soon be con
verted IN ONE DAY...” Ev.693. LONG LIVE 
THE SHEPHERD’S RODS! only Trouble is - 
that was NOT by “SR. WHITE** - that was 
nothing MORE than a “RUMOUR” by BOURDEAU! 
See for yourself - R&H Nov.10,1885. Al: 
564. If you are going to go around col
lecting “RUPTOURS*’ no telling the Reetilt!

9-(*2Z9) 1888.
She did not Trust the General Conference 
men in 1888. They changed her Writings. That 
is why - and only why - she appointed a 
Committee to look after her Writings. SEPA
RATE from the General Conference• If she 
wanted this “General Conference** to look 
after her Writings - WHY go through the 
superflous Motions of appointing a Special 
“Committee” - ?

It was the attempt to BREAK AWAY from the 
Clutches of the General Conference that she 
set up this Special Committee of 5.(That 
they changed to 9!)

For the same Reason she went as far away 
from Battle Creek as she could got - clear 
over to the other Ocean - to set up INDEPEN
DENT Institutions, NEVER to be under the 
Thumb of Battle Creek.

But as the JEWS of the Old Church followed 
the Disciples around to break up thoir Work, 
so also this Sanhedrim soon took over the 
Institutions to groom and prepare them for 
the Happy Ending of the “OMEGA" as wo soo 
it Today. White Trustees and all. Just like 
the Catholic “Doctors of the Law” ERASED 
portions of the Bible. “They aro following 
in the Track of Romanism." TM 362.

THE TRUTH WILL TRIUMPH.
When the Writings say: “THE TRUTH will Tri
umph!" - they change it to: “THE CHURCH will 
Triumph!" (The Truth & the Church boing ONE.) 

When the Writings say that “WE" (whoovor 
and whorever “WE" are!) when “WE" teach tho 
Sabbath "more fully" - this will “ENRAGE THE 
CHURCH!" WTF 19. (Because by this Timo they 
will be keeping SUNDAY! GC 608. T5:463.)

They CHANGE this to - “This ENRAGED the 
CHURCH(es.)“ EW 33. Thus with ono Swipe they 
effectually take the Heat off themselves - 
off the precious "THE CHURCH" - and bend the 
Arrow to Point at the other "CHURCHES!" Very 
Sly indeed!

Then when the Frooms, the Arthur Whites, 
the Bessie Mounts, the Louise Kleusers - 
set themselves down in the Sniping Circle 
to put us all to Beddie-Bye with a Testimony 
Count-down Laodicean Patch-work Quilt - 
made Big enough ani Broadway-mindod enough 
so the kShepherd’s Rod and the COR Rogerites, 
yes - even tho Yahvist “Ilk" to get under 
the Covers - (p.II R&H Doc.16,1971.NEUFELD.) 

"WE ARE SAVED" THIS I KNOW - 
FOR FROOM TOLD ME SO - !

To enhance the "CERTAINTY OF OUR SALVATION.’** 
they take an Imaginary hopeful shouLd-have- 
beon Dream of "JETS OF LIGHT” that SHOULD 
have been but WERE NOT from T9:2$ - and put



i.

I0-(#249)CHINESE PROVERB(made in Grand Forks) If 
"Ho who Sics on unknown Dog - hotter havo 
long logs to RunJ” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o  
WHAT A TRAGEDY1 To lock for a groat REVIVAL 
as 144,000 LUKEWARM LAODICEANS spark to 
Life to go out and bring "IN" that wonder
ful “MULTITUDE THAT ND MAN CAN NUMBER!" 
When as a matter of Fact - the 144,000 como 
out of the entire World - from "ALL" Nations 
and Tongues and people. And are not DEFILED 
by ANY HARLOT CHURCH! (T8:250.)

Tho SEALING stops, Christ throws down 
the Censor - with a "NUMBERING’" EW 279,280.

And if some ono Fooled you about the 
"WAVE-SHEAF" if you had but looked in the 
INDEX - it was there all tho Timo! "...that 
great MULTITUDE who shall como forth FROM 
THE GRAVE at His second Coming," DA 8’34. 
T6:20. Ed.309. GC 399. T5.*485. GC 646,

"Only by falling into tho GR0U1D to DIE 
could Ho become tho Sood of that vast HAR
VEST - the GREAT PTOLTITUDE that out of every 
Nation, and Kindrod, and Tongue, and People*! 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o DA 623. 
You do not LIKE this - ? Wo havo never 
studied what you LIKE - ! Wo havo boon too 
busy studying the TRUTH - J

Wo notice that the DECEPTIONS and POKER 
of SATAN comos through PSYCHOLOGY - so we 
havo nover studied PSYCHOLOGY - wo leave 
that to FROOM’ TI:290,47,296-7,551. T3:293. 
SG 4:80,47. SM 2:351. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o  
And just because wo KNOW - just as Sure as 
wo KNOW tho Sun will come up tomorrow morn
ing, that we lose HALF our Mailing List or 
MORE - as soon as over we take a Stand 
against the “INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" or the 
“BLACK REVOLUTION** or "I AM SAVED" - that 
doos not Stop us from Teaching tho Truth - 
because we do not have that Hang-up that 
what we say HAS to bo POPULAR! In fact - 
wo would be terribly afraid if it WAS popu
lar. "WOE UNTO YOU WHEN ALL MEN SPEAK WELL 
OF YOU - for SO did they - of tho FALSE 
PROPHETS.’"

“•. .do I seek to PLEASE men? for if I 
yet PLEASED men, I should NOT be tho Servant 
of Christ." Gal. 1:10. AA 394. T5:3OI. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Ever since FROOM cast aside his DIAPERS - 
ho has been LOOKING at HOW ho can PLEASE 
tho MULTITUDES(“Thou hadst a WHORE’S FORE
HEAD, thou REFUSEDST to be ASHMIED.. .There
fore ...there hath boon NO.LATTER RAIN." 
Seo Jor.3:3.) I would sooner bo Shot on the 
Battlo-Field than bo in his Boots!

I havo to go by "BOURDEAU RUMOURS"- 
and Manipulations & Shenanigans to try 
to Prop up a Doctrine that the PIONEERS 
said, and LUTHER said - was an "INSANITY** 

"The Doctrine of the WORLD’S CONVER
SION. ..is a novel Doctrine, UNKNOWN to 
the Church for the space of 1600 years., 
and has been received without careful 
examination by the majority of evangeli
cal divines of the present day...However 
Dr. Whitby got up the NOTION of the World 
’s conversion, I cannot tell...LUTHER.., 
sayse..This is a FALSEHOOD forged by 
Satan, that he might darkaa sound Doct
rine. . .BEWARE, therefore, of this DELU
SION." p.234-6. “FACTS FOR THE TIMES." 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o R&H. 1885. 
Was that "FOOD" or not "FOOD" - ??? Per
haps the Adventist would prefer the "BtAN 
THE WORLD NEEDS MOST*' by Arthur S. Maxwell 
just before he wheezed his Last. "FAITH 
FOR TODAY" box 8, New York, N.Y. 10008. 
(See Report #248• Series (l).) 
o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

MORE FOOD - ???
Those who REJECTED the 144,000 Truths 
in the past Decade - that OPPOSED the 
Hoehn Research Library DIRECTLY - ended 
up as THRICE-PROVEN-F/iLSE-TIME-PROPHETS, 
and the SEGMENT CLOSEST TO US - ended up 
with the CANRIGHT-BALLENGER-BURNS-PESTES- 
HOFFMAN-SANDERS-RADER-APOSTOLIC CHURCH 
OF GOD or ROGERITES - gave up tho TESTI
MONIES ! and called in the PENTECOSTS to 
Revive them enough to mako them LUKEWARM 
AGAIN! These went the DEEPEST into JONES- 
WAGGONER-i<ELLOGG and Ended up as JONES- 
WAGGONER ended up - giving up the 1844 
Sanctuary truths ENTIRELY! Seo OLSON - 
"THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" 290-320. S.

Lost we Forget - I should also mention 
ono who opposed me DIRECTLY - a Tractor 
tipped over and broke his Neck. Another 
rejected what I said about the 144,000, 
that week his Car went into a Ditch, ho 
was Drowned, and his face so badly mang
led the Coffin was Closed for tho Funeral, 
The first Woman who wrote that she was 
going to print the JONES-WAGGONER abomi
nations when they had gone ovor FULLY 
to KELLOGG (See Report #248.) when I 
wrote to ask her if she did not know 
the FIGHT Sr. White had with them AFTER 
1888 - she replied that she was going 
to Print those Writings and this would 
bring about the "greatest Revival" ovor 
seen among Seventh-day Adventists. That 
same weok she went to the INSANE ASYLUM!



“Ho that REBUKETH a man afterwards shall 
find more favor than ho that FLATTERETH 
with the Tongue...

“He, that being often REPROVED hard- 
eneth his Neck, shall SUDDENLY be de
stroyed, and that without Remedy."Prov. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 28:23. 29:1. 
RESPECT - ??? “Blessed is that man that 
maketh the Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH 
NOT the Proud, nor such as turn aside to 
LIES." Ps. 40:4.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

THE TESTIMONY OF FROOM.
THE HIGH-PRIEST convinced the Jewish 
Hordes to converge on JERUSALEM the HOLY 
CITY for a Show-down Fight with the Ro
mans. BARABBAS had the Revolutionary 
spirit that they wanted, "THE CHURCH 
TRIUMPHANT?' was their Battle-Cry. They 
did give a "LOUD CRY.1" but of a different 
Kind than they figured on.

THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS.
WHEN YE SEE CERTAIN SIGNS - then "FLEE!" 
This was the Testimony of Jesus. This 
was DUAL in its Meaning. Just when the 
TITHE-PAYERS, the NON-PORK-EATERS, the 
SABBATH-KEEPERS - are calling all the 
"AWAKENERS" and other "REFORM GROUPS" 
into the "Holy City" - this is the HOUR 
to "FLEE OUT OF THE MIDST OF HER.™ “FLEE 
for your Life.™ DA 232.

JERUSALEM.
“The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as 
a SOLEMN WARNING before the eyes of 
modern Israel, that the corrections 
given through His chosen instruments 
cannot be disregarded with Impunity... 
"This House shall be like SHILOH."T4:I67.

"What does God say in regard to His 
people? "But this is a people ROBBED & 
SPOILED; they are ALL of them SNARED in 
Holes, and THEY are hid in prison HOUSES 
THEY are for a PREY, and NONE delivereth; 
for a SPOIL, and NONE saith, RESTORE." 
(see also Isaiah 43.) THESE-ARE-PROPHE
CIES that WILL be fulfilled." TM 96.

“Many HOUSES now supposed to stand 
secure will FALL." TM 126. This is lik
ened to building the GOLDEN CALF - the 
very moment of REJOICING was the moment 
of gravest DANGER. TM 99.

This is likened to the Feast of Bel
shazzar. The Hour of REJOICING was the 
Hour the HANDWRITING APPEARED. ON THE 
WALL. TM 102."JERUSALEM is a representation of 
what THE CHURCH will be if it refuses 
to walk in the Light...This people is 
before us as a WARNING." T8:67-8,

II- (-249) Oh J I tell you - this thing is 
getting mighty interesting! FROOM writes, 
"WAGGONER., .continued to BELIEVE & ADVOCATE 
the FUNDAMENTAL Seventh-day Adventist teach
ings to-the-day-of-his-Doath!" p.526. "MOVE
MENT OF DESTINY" ($I09oo) 1971.

THE CHAMPIONS -
But lot the Champions trip over their own 
Tongues - let us go to the AUTHORITY recog
nized throught Church and Reform as an AU
THORITY equal in Stature to FROOM - 

ROBERT J. WIELAND.
Nov.24, 1970 LETTER - (ask for copy.) 
"REGARDING E .J.WAGGONER:
"He did fall morally, and was out of the 
way in a most decided manner. In his "Last 
Confessional" written just before his death 
in 1916 ho denies-any-significanco-to-I844 
and tho Adventist concept of tho cleansing 
of tho Sanctuary. Sad, but truo.,..“(but 
his writings are Wonderful anyway!) If mon 
who FIGHT for him say THAT - what is the 
FULL TRUTH - ??? ARTHUR L. WHITE let a few 
Laodicean Cats out of tho VAULT BAG in tho 
OLSON BOOK (see p.IO) - in 1966. PHEW’ Tho 
STENCH of that is more than ENOUGH! Deliver 
mo! I will stay with the Testimonies!
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0 
JONES became the LEADING ONE IN THE WORLD 
to Fight the Testimonies. Tho OILY differ
ence between him and CANRIGHT and KELLOGG 
and CONRADI and BALLANGER - those others 
woro HONEST ENOUGH to go OUT, but JONES 
stayed IN forcing the General Conference 
to issue a 96 page Pamphlet in 1906 - 
REFUTING the changes made by A.T.JONES when 
he with URIAH SMITH tried to OUST her com- 
pletly! Seo OLBON p.305. APPENDIX B.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
But those who will hang on to their SINLESS 
"JONES" of the Pacific Press - and thoir 
FROOM "MULTITUDES" that he borrowed from 
DANIELLS along with JONES-DANIELLS DRUGS! 
They will Hang on to their FALSE PROPHETS 
until they slide into Hell together!

FALSE PROPHETS.
"These FALSE PROPHETS will have to bo MET. 
...These FALSE PROPHETS, who claim to be 
taught of God, will take beautiful Scrip
tures that have been given to adorn the 
Truth, and will use them as a ROBE OF RIGHT
EOUSNESS to cover false and dangerous 
Theories. And even some of those who, in 
times past, the Lord has honored, will de
part SO FAR FROM THE TRUTH as to advocate 
MISLEADING THEORIES, including tho SANCTU
ARY QUESTION." Ev.36O.(And that is just 
what these Papers are all about!) EW 56.



tho TIME.’)

these things so? The ministers present 
FABLES, prophesying SMOOTH THINGS, to 
SOOTHE their Fears, and quiet the awak
ened Conscience. BUT-MANY-REFUSE-TO-BE 
SATISFIED with the mere authority of 
mon, and DEMAND a plain "THUS-SAITH-THE-

PHARISEES of old, are FILLED with ANGER 
as their authority is QUESTIONED; they 
DENOUNCE the Message as of Satan, and 
STIR UP the sin-loving MULTITUDES(Yesi 

. They did win the MULTITUDES!) to REVILE 
and PERSECUTE those who proclaim it... 
THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of 
CIVIL POWER...PAPISTS are solicited to 
come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS.“424-5.

l2-(?249) LET US HEAR “FROOM’S PROPHETIC 
INTERPRETATION” of this*

ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY’
(1) “As the storm APPROACHES,(this is
(2) "a LARGE Class (this is how MANY.’)
(3) “who have professed FAITH in tho Third 
Angel’s Message,(this is who they ARE’)
(4) “but have not been Sanctified through 
OBEDIENCE to the Truth, (this is WHY.’)
(5) “ABANDON their Position, (this is what 
they DO.’)
(6) “and JOIN tho Ranks of the OPPOSITION.” 
(ONE-SENTENCE-TELLS-ALL.’ GC 60S.)
0-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-0-0-o-0-o-o~o —0—0—0—o—o-0-0

WHO ARE THE BRETHREN? 
’‘They become the most bitter ENEMIES of 
their FOREER BRETHREN.. .those APOSTATES are 
the most efficient Agents cf Satan to MIS
REPRESENT and ACCUSE them, and by FALSE 
REPORTS and insinuations to stir up tho 
RULERS against them.” GC 6O8.(THIS is being 
dona - RIGHT NOW! and will Increase.)
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0
AN ADVENTIST LOCAL ELDER camo horo - you 
know the type I mean - that herds together 
a fow old Biddies - .NEVER GET A NEW MEMBER 
IN 20 YEARS. Ready to Fight for “THE CHURCH” 
at tho drop of a Hat.’ I asked him if I could 
read something to him, ho said, Yes.

THE WORLD - THE CHURCH. 
“The World must not bo introduced into the 
Church,and’ MARRIED to'tho Church, forming 
a Bond of .-UNITY. Through this moans tho 
Church will become indeed CORRUPT, and as 
stated in Revelation,“a Cage of every un
clean and hateful Bird.” TM 265.

His eyes bulged out, he said with Con- 
tompt: “Anybody knows, who knows anything 
about tho Bible - that this “Cago of un
clean Birds” is speaking of “BABYLON!”

I said, ”Yos!” That’s right! ”That’s

a Bond of UNITY - it bocomes a “CAGE of every LORD.” The POPULAR ministry, like the~ 
unclean and hateful Bird!”

But there is something MORE that is NOT 
an “IF” - “In the CLOSING work of God in 
the Earth... in tho Hour of greatest peril 
...tho Voice of stern REBUKE will bo hoard. 
BOLDLY will men of God’s appointment DE
NOUNCE tho UNION of THE CHURCH with THE 
WORLD!” PK 187. RH A6:382. (Are these mon of God’s appointment LIARS? Is it not SO?)

OPE MORE - PK 187 says the “GOD OF ELIJAH1' 
will inspire this Message and this Spirit- 

that this is in the “CLOSING WORK” & 
tho next Reference says the SAME THING; 
“But the Spirit of God camo upon them 

as it came upon ELIJAH, moving him to 
REBUKE the sins of a wicked King and an 
APOSTATE people,..Thus tho Message of 
the THIRD ANGEL will be proclaimed•.• 
(GC 606 - now I move to I884 GC 424:) 
“As tho TIME comes for the LOUD CRY to 
bo given, tho Lord will work through 
humble Instruments...The Laborers will 
bo qualified rather by the Unction of 
His SPIRIT than by the TRAINING of LITER
ARY Institutions.. .The SINS of BABYLON 
will be laid OPEN....
o- o - 0-0 -0 -0 -o -o -o -0 -o -o -o -o -o -o -o -o -0-0 
FOOR FALSE PROPHET’ “...the mission of 
this Paper IS NOT ONE of EXPOSURE and 
DENUNCIATION,.,“ “Its purpose is...NOT 
TO CONDEMN. It takes NO GREAT MIND nor 
sharpness of perception to SEE when 
things are NOT RIGHT.” F.T.WRIGHT. July, 
1963. May, 1969.
o-o-o-o—0—0—0-0—0-0-0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0 

MEN OF GOD -
THE SPIRIT OF ELIJAH - 

“The Sins of BABYLON will be laid OPEN. 
The FEARFUL results of the UNION of 
CHURCH & STATE, the inroads of SPIRITUAL
ISM... ALL WILL BE UNMASKED... 

BABYLON IS THE CHURCH 
“By these solemn WARNINGS the people 
will be STIRRED. THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS 
have never listened to VI ORDS-LIKE-THESE. 
In amazement they hear the TESTIMONY that 
BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN because of 
her ERRORS and SINS, because of her RE
JECTION of the Truth sent to her from 
Heaven, The people go to their former 

what Sr. White said! I read this from TM 265’1 Teachers with the eager inquiry, Are 
He leaned forward - “Are you saying that 
the Soventh-day Adventist Church is BABY
LON?” I replied: “YOU said that! I never 
said it! I only read what Sr. White said!” 

This reference here is an “IF” - IF the 
Church become married to the World - forming



ION, to SEPARATE them from the TRUTH, 
must render an account to God for their 
Neglect." 1884 GC 187.

"It is their Duty to investigate as 
did the Bereans." SoP 3:393• 

BABYLON.
Coming back to BABYLON and the statement 
in TM 265. The ORIGINAL is much more POSI
TIVE. “Through UNION with the World the 
Church will become CORRUPT, - “A Cage of 
every unclean and hateful Bird,” The 
CUSTOMS of the World...will be OPEN DOORS 
through which the Prince of Darkness will 
find access...THE WORLD is the chief EN
EMY of Religion...it is the object of 
Satan to bring THE CHURCH and THE WORLD 
into such close Fellowship that their 
Aims, their spirit, their principles, 
shall HARMONIZE, and that it will be , 
P5POSSIBLE to DISTINQUISH between him ’ 
(who servos & who serves not)"RH A3*233.

O.to DESTROY the Saints.
ACCORDING TO DARKIE LA CHURCH] 
ACCORDING TO SHEPHERD'S ROD.1 
ACCORDING TO SDA CHURCH’ 
ACCORDING TO McCOY RANCH.’

I3-(r249) These Words wore True in I884 - 
but NEVER were they as True as Today, and 
every Day makes them still Truer. He who 
wants to take it upon himself to DENY this, 
is merely a HYPOCRITE and a LIAR]

’’The followers of Christ and the servants 
of Satan CANNOT HARMONIZE o. .TRUTH will NEVER 
be agreeable to a LIAR.11 GC 507,542.

"All who walk by the side of an APOSTATE 
will bo rnbued by his spiritTH 290.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
"PAPISTS are solicited to come to the HELP 
of PROTESTANTS." I884 GC 425. GC 607.

JUST WHO DOES THIS?
"I saw that the two-horned BEAST had a 
DRAGON’S mouth, and that his Power was in 
his HEAD, and that the Decree would go out 
of his mouth. Then I saw the MOTHER of Har
lots; that the MOTHER was not the DAUGHTERS, 
but separate and distinct from them. SHE-HAS 
HAD-HER-DAY, and it is PAST, and her DAUGHT
ERS, the Protestant., sects, were the NEXT 
to come on the Stage and Act out the same 
MIND that the MOTHER had when she persecuted 
the Saints...

"I saw the nominal Church and nominal 
Adventists, like Judas, would betray us to 
the CATHOLICS to obtain their Influence to 
come against the Truth. The Saints will then 
be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KEOWN to the 
CATHOLICS...The CATHOLICS will give their 
Power to the IMAGE.

NOT 
NOT 
NOT

/ NOT
"But BEFORE their Decree bring or bear Fruit, desire for POPULARITY, or PRIDE of OPIN- 
the Saints will be DELIVERED by the Voice 
of God." MAGEN & SPAULDING p.I-2. T6:I8.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o T5:690. 
Oh.’ I like that.’ NO SLAUGHTER.’ Not of those 
who FLEE OUT of JERUSALEM at the SIGN’ NOT 
ONE CF THEM LOST THEIR LIVES’ I884 GC 32.

IMPOSSIBLE.’
"...a mass of evil angels, hurrying on the 
Wicked to slay the Saints. But before they 
could approach God’s people, the Wicked 
must first pass this Company of mighty, holy 
Angels. THIS-WAS-IMPOSSIBLE.11 EW 283-4.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o-0-0 —o—o-o—o-0-0 
Forget that URIAH SMITH MYTH - that the way 
to be Saved is stand in defense of a Church 
NO-MATTER-WHAT-THEY-DO’ '

The only Way to be Saved is to stand for 
the Truth, the whole Truth, and nothing but 
the Truth] "The TRUTH shall make you FREE."

"Satan knew this, and ho was at work in • 
mighty Power to keep the Minds of as many

people as ho possibly could WAVERING and 
UNSETTLED on the Truth." EW 43.

"...now in this SEALING Time, I saw 
some who were not standing STIFFLY for 
Present Truth. Their knees were tremb
ling, and their feet sliding, because •“ 
they were not firmly IL ANTED on the Truth, 
and the Covering of Almighty God could 
not be drawn over them while they were 
thus Trembling.

"Satan was trying his every Art to 
HCLD^HEM-VJiERE-THEY-WERE, until the SEAL
ING was past, until the Covering was 
drawn over God’s people, and they LEFT 
without a Shelter from the BURNING WRATH 
of God, in the 7 last Plagues." EW 44. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
How important it is to know that the 
NEXT PAGE of that Testimony was MUTILATED, 
BUTCHERED - as it cane to the Subject of 
"FALSE REFORMATIONS" that would distract 
and destroy the Saints. You will find 
the FESSING PORTION in RH Al.*11.PT 32. 
SeptfI849. That a World-wide PESTILENCE 
would come in the SEALING Time and CUT 
DOWN some of those FALSE PROPHETS not 
sent of Godi And those who intend to be 
Saved should "SPEED THE SWIFT MESSENGERS" 
with their "KEANS." This is no doubt 
the Reason they left that out. They would 
rather you put your Moans into a MEDICAL- 
DRUG-MILITARY-CHURCH-UNION-COMPLEX - a 
Tower of Babel if you ever saw one.

"...when the Truth is Revealed, it 
becomes the Duty of every one to accept 
it, Those who allow Worldly Interests,



■ I

Now perhaps this Statement will bear a 
great deal more Weight:

BABYLON.
“Rev.18,..The whole chapter shows that 
BABYLON that HAS Fallen is the CHURCHES 
who will NOT receive the PASSAGES of WARN
ING the Lord has given in the 1st., 2nd., 
& 3rd. Angel’s Messages. They REFUSED the 
Truth and accepted a LIE. See 2 Thess.2:

Issues - 
of those who would have your Soul sold out 
to the Devil!

Either we Believe the Testimonies, or we 
don’t. If we believe them, if wo go by 1844, 
if Christ went “INTO” the “MOST HOLY PLACE” 
in I844 - and yes - yes, INDEED! Speaking 
of (Yes! again I opened the Page TOOTLE- 
VERY-QUOTATION^I-WAS-LOOKING-FOR!) EW 261.

Speaking of those who Rejected the HOVE 
made in Heaven - as God the Father and the 
full Court, the Son and all the Angels LEFT 
the First Apartment - DARK and EMPTY!

If to deny these Truths is the SAME as 
the Act of the JEWS that “CRUCIFIED CHRIST” 
(EVI 261) - if they cannot bo be nofitod by 
His intercession there - if they can talk 
“FAITH” until they are Blue in the Face - 
if they “LOOK WITH HORROR at tho course of 
the JEWS”(EW 260) - and thoir Conscience 
so Base and Hardened they-couldn’t-caro- 
loss that the false “AWAKENING” worships 
OUTSIDE of tho Most Holy Place by thoir 
repeated admission and daring Blasphemy - 

Then may tho Plagues of God come upon 
them - which they will do whether I say it 
or not - for so it is Written as clear as 
any Honest person would want it. EVI 261. 
“WOE to him who shall move a Block, or stir 
a Pin in those Messages!” SG I:I68.EW 258.

ary..." SM 1:194,196-7,200-2,208.1904.
o —o—o—o—o —o —o —0—o —o —0 —o —o —o —o—o —o—0—o—o—o 
That was the Sin of KELLOGG, that was tho 
Sin of JONES & WAGGONER who also gave up 
the Sanctuary Truths as does the AWAKEN
ING - by thoir own Admission! “GO YE OUT 
TO MEET HIM!" (KELLOGG’S ASSOCIATES WERE 
JONES-WAGGONER’) “God does not accept Dr, 
Kellogg...“COME," I call, “come ye OUT & 
be SEPARATE from him and his associates.. 
I am now giving the Message God has given 
mo...“COME OUT from among them, and bo ye 
SEPARATE.” B7:64. (206.)

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, Box 1270, 
GRAND FORKS, BC Canada.

(DDD 604-442-3781.)

14-(#249) REVELATION 18 - 
To understand this next Statement, Holy and 
Precious as it is - one should Understand 
what IS tho THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE. Surely 
tho Adventist Church has Forgotten - and 
cares no more about it than the Churdhos 
of tho World, Otherwise they would not in
vito tho Scurvy Awakening back in their 
midst. If you think this is “Foul Language”  
it is only because you do not understand the I-I2. The Message of Rev.I8 is plain and 
Issues — or you would use STRONGER LANGUAGE clearly defined...

"These kindred HERESIES, and the RE
JECTION of the Truth, CONVERT THE CHURCH 
into BABYLON...

“BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS, which come 
to you in Shoop’s Clothing, but inwardly 
they aro RAVENING WOLVES.(Matt.7:15) "Lo 
here and lo*there is Christ" will be MULTI
PLIED,..Tho MESSENGERS the Lord sends 
boar the Divine Credentials.” SM 2:68-9.

“There aro only TWO SIDES. On which 
side aro you?” T8:II8-I20. "BABYLON, tho 
symbol of the APOSTATE CHURCH.” COL 179. 
(The Church that goos into MIDNIGHT DARK
NESS- which DARKNESS is "HERESIES and DE
LUSIONS" CCL 414 - also called “THE GREAT 
APOSTASY" COL 414 - is that the “OMEGA 
OF APOSTASY?” B2?l6,50,53-4. SM 1:197,203.

In this regard wo have those Words?
“The Battle is on...No longer consent to 
LISTEN without PROTEST to the perversion 
of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHIS
TRIES... ("the SPIRIT of...ELIJAH...ALL 
WILL BE UNMASKED.” GO 606.)

“UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES... 
seducing spirits and doctrines of DEVILS.. 
uj®ET IT firmly and without delay."... 
men of keen perception...MYSTICISM.,. 
SOPHISTRIES...a false Track...BECLOUD OUR 
MINDS...especially concerning the minis- 

Their only Hope of avoiding being filled tration of Christ in the Heavenly Sanctu- 
up with every Unclean and hateful Bird, of 
avoiding:"The most terrible threatening 
ever borne to man” SG 1:162. EW 254 - is to 
accept the THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE.

The Third Angel points to tho Most Holy 
Place in Heaven, and speaking of “FAITH" or 
"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH” - “As they by faith 
ENTER the Most Holy - they find Jesus... 
the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO tho Most 
Holy Place.” EW 255. SG 1:163.

Report #248 documents that the Awakening 
Factions worship in the EMPTY “FIRST APT.“ 
or way out in the “OUTER COURT” - yot the 
Adventists INVITE thorn back in - when it is 
Writton that those who Bow down with thorn 
“...AT ONCE received the unholy influence 
of SATAN." EGW-MR 29. I846 Broadside.EW 56.



ADDENDUM ADDED Jan. 7, 1972.

you

I suppose those whose Conscience has boon 
Seared beyond Remedy - will find SOMETHING 
to Fool the very Gullible with. I am in
terested in the ”HEART ATTACK” to the 
“Elder NELSON” who was in charge of co
ercing “VOLUNTEERS” (by making this a 
“NECESSITY” for “GRADUATION!”) and when 
Old R&H NICHOLS threatened the HOEHN RE
SEARCH LIBRARY for EXPOSING some-of these 
things they were doing in the DARK and 
in SECRET for 8 years BEFORE announcing 
it a year AFTER the Hoehn Research Lib
rary EXPOSED it! I notice the WORMS have 
licked his Bones clean by this Time - 
and I notice that Hoehn is still in the 
Land of the Living! Yes, Sir! And he has 
not changed his Pb-nd about ANY of that - 
nor about the SHEPHERD ’S ROD nor the 
YAHVISTS now swarming BACK to that R&H 

SEPULCHRE! For “YAHWEH” is the “SEAL” 
you know! pJI. NEUFELD. DFN. Dec.16/71.

No, I did not know that. Because I 
happened to read what they LEFT OUT of 
PK 209,210. About consulting SPIRITS & 
MEDIUMS, “such as the EMMANUEL MOVEMENT.” 
which is INQUIRING “of BAAL-ZEB UB the 
god of EKRON11 - classed with DRUGS - the 
Medical Profession’s use of “SYMPATHETIC

. (FAKE-TO-FOOL-THE-MIND) REMEDIES” also 
“CLAIRVOYANT” or “MAGNETIC” or “MIND
CONTROL” Healers - now called “PSYCHIAT
RISTS” - all lumped together as the SAME 
Agents of their SAME Master - the Devil! 
RH A6:397. R&H Jan.I5, 1914.

Such “HATE HIM THAT REPOVETH AT THE 
GATE” as they set aside the Statutes of 
God and fall helpless prey to the Evil 
Passions of the human Heart. “Wherefore 
God also gave them.,.over to a REPROBATE 
MIND, to do those things which are not 
convenient.” (SAME p.402. Jan.29, 1914*) 
(I believe this page where it says: 
“They are ALL - Adulterers.“Hosea 7:1-4) 

It is with more than uncommon Interest 
that I notice that such link arms with 
Fred Wright of Australia, a Splinter & 
an Echo of R ,D .Brinsmead - both of them 
together invited to corrupt Seventh-day 
Adventists in America. And now your 
President of the General Conference 
AGREES;invites both “YAHWEH” and the 
“AWAKENING” together into the Precincts 
of the Sanctuary! A very good Reason to 
“GO YE OUT////////////////////- - -!« 

.“Like people, like Priest.” Hosea 4:
9. The idolatrous Priests were LEADERS 
in Crime. “As TROOPS of ROBBERS wait

l5-(^249) ADDENDUM ADDED Jan. 7, 1972. 
BULLETIN BOARD - I did not Notice that - 
REPORT # 242 - “PRESUMPTION11 - 
was a MASTER-PIECE - !!! So I did not run 
off enough. So some of you on the “REGULAR” 
Flailing List will not receive it unless 
write. So do that - will you - ???
o - o -o —o —o —o—o -o —o —o -o -o -o -c —o -o -o -o —o -o-o-o 
I know the Attitude many of you are taking. 
You are “WAITING” to see what will Develop. 
The ERRORS and DELUSIONS of the Devil are 
running Rampant and taking over - and you 
are a wonderful “NEUTRAL” - fold your hands 
and Watch the World go by. “Couldn’t-caro- 
lessl” Think the “SAFE” thing to do is not 
become “INVOLVED.” Never did you make a 
greater Mistake! If you are a Coward by 
Nature - the ONLY safe place is in the LIGHT! 
The closer you get to the LIGHT - the loss 
liable the WOLF-PACK will appear. For the 
WOLVES love DARKNESS, they arc the Children 
of DARKNESS - and just WHO is in DARKNESS 
in the MIDNIGHT HOUR - ??? Or don’t you Be
lieve the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE - ???

You certainly didn ’t learn the TRUTH 
about DRUGS from the Adventist Church - did 
you? Nor the TRUTH about “SPEWN OUT” - did 
you? T6:408. SM 1:358. I® 60. TM 280,285, 
326. TI:I53,33I. T5:682. SG 4:11-3. A5:I3,39 
Nor the TRUTH about WAR-MONGERING in GERMANY, 
in RUSSIA, in RUMANIA, in CHINA, in ENGLAND, 
in “OPERATION WHITE-COAT”, in VIET IO, and 
now in the World’s Greatest 1EDICAL-MILITARY 
CHURCH-STATE AMA-FDA-V A-SDA COMPLEX! Why, 
they even would have you believe they Won 
a Victory! Even tho’ the ARMIES THEY JOIN 
GO DOWN INTO DUST & ASHES & RUIN! And tho 
BIGGER they come - the HARDER they Fall. 
Pity the poor BLACKS when the Adventists 
are going over to THEM! T9:202,204,206-215. 
Or the “QUACKERY CONGRESSES!” Anyone tell 
you the TRUTH about THAT - ? It broke 
NICHOLS heart! Him and his Dr. STARE,

Or did you hoar about the 6,000 Sheep 
that died in SKULL VALLEY, UTAH in 1968 - 
VX Nerve Gas being tried out on ADVENTIST 
Guinea-Pigs at the DUGWAY PROVING GROUNDS- 
15 to 27 miles AWAY! See “SPECTRUM” (fe.50) 
SUMMER 1970. (4 important References were 
LEFT OUT of that Article! Seo p.8O SPECTRUM 
AUTUMN 1970.) Who will send us (100.oo 
TITHE (What a small amount! My time alone 
would be $300,oo worth!) to write another 
Paper on' THAT! OPERATION WHITE-COAT.’. (The 
REAL Sheep-skin cover for the Slavering 
Wolf beneath! What business has any Church 
to mess around with anything like THAT.’)



16-(*249) for a man, so tho company of 
priests MURDER in the way by consent.” 
Hosea 6:9. “Blood toucheth Blood.” Verso 2. 
God's message to the MURDEROUS PRIESTS was: 
“Hear yo this, 0 Priests,..for JUDGMENT is 
toward YOU, because ye have been a SNARE... 
(Read the 4 pages they T00i< OUT of 1888 GCJ 
Soo SoP 4 or same Book - I884 GC 337-340. 
TM 472-6. “SNARES OF SATAN™ to Adventists.1)

“.♦.because ye have been a SNARE..though 
I have been a REBUKER of them ALL .“Hosea 5: 
I,2....“They wont to BAAL-FEOR, and separa
ted themselves unto that SHAME; and their 
ABOMINATIONS were according as they LOVED.1’ 
Hosea 9’9,10...“They sacrificed unto BAALIM 
...“Who is WISE, and he shall UNDERSTAND 
these things? PRUDENT, and he shall KNOW 
them?,,.All tho Sinners of my people shall 
DIE-BY-THE-SWORD, which say. Tho evil shall 
not overtake nor prevent us.” Versos 8-10.

“Because I will DO this unto thoo, pre
pare to meet'thy God, 0 Israel.” Amos 4’12.

DESTROYED FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE -
“So far had Israel gone in impenitence that 
even this terrible sentence loft thorn un
moved...THE DESTRUCTION CA?1E... (they wore) 
SCATTERED....” RH A3:403-5. Feb.5,12, 1914.

SCATTERED - -SCATTERED - SCATTERED 
NOT FIT FOR THE NEW “COMPREHENSIVE INDEX”- 

THE MEDICAL-MILITARY COMPLEX.
“But no JERUSALEM CENTERS are to bo made, 
IF such CENTERS are made, there will bo a 
SCATTERING of tho pooplo OUT of thorn, by 
tho Lord God-of Heaven...In establishing 
INSTITUTIONS, wo are NEVER to compete with- 
the INSTITUTIONS of tho World in size or 
splendor. Wo aro to enter into no CONFEDER
ACY with those who do not lovo God...aro 
surrounded by spiritual DARKNESS that is 
as tho DARKNESS of MIDNIGHT...(What will 
they bo doing at MIDNIGHT - ??? What doos 
this say ??? A “JERUSALEM CENTER” - J.’.' 
A MILITARY COMPLEX - in tho MIDNIGHT HOUR.’)
O-O-O—0-0—0—0-0-0—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0-0-0 

LLU - A FALSE LIGHT.
“Wo cannot sanction their course by ASSOCI
ATING with them, partaking in their FEASTS 
and thoir COUNCILS, whore God does not pre
side. Such a course, so far from BENEFITING 
THEM, would only cause them to DOUBT tho 
reality of our Religion, We should bo FALSE 
LIGHTS, by our example loading souls to 
RUIN... SHIP GOING THROUGH - ?

“I lately dreamed of a noblo SHIP that 
was plowing its way across tho Sea, when 
at MIDNIGHT, with a terrific crash, it 
struck upon a Rock; tho passengers wore

AWAKENED only to see with HORROR thoir 
HOPELESS condition, and with-the-Ship 
they sarik-to-rise-no-more. The MAN at 
the HELM had mistaken the Beacon LIGHT, 
and Hundreds of souls were at a moment's 
Warning launched into Eternity...

” They become spiritually BLIND. They 
see no-particular-DIFEERFNCE between tho 
transgressor of God’s LAW and those who 
fear God and keep His Commandments.They 
call evil GOOD, and good EVIL. The bright
ness of eternal realities fades away. 
THE TRUTH may be presented to them in 
over so forcible a manner, but they do 
not hunger for tho Bread of Life...They 
aro drinking at broken Cisto^s that can 
hold no Water. Oh, it is an easy thing, 
by ASSOCIATION with the World, to catch 
thoir spirit, to be MOLDED by their view 
of things...

“Bo not deceived: EVIL COMPANY doth 
corrupt good manners” (l Cor. 15’33. R.V.) 
...The hoarso cry, swelled by hundreds 
of (Tithe-paying, Sabbath-keeping) pas
sionate, SATAN-INSPIRED Voices, is, 
“AWAY with this man, and release unto 
us BARABBAS” (Luke 23 ’18).’.. .“CRUCIFY 
him, crucify him” (Luke 23 ’21).’...

“We cannot swerve from the TRUTH... 
without forsaking Him...Every Dollar 
paid into these (SECRET - this was 

SECRET for 5 years.') ORGANIZATIONS is < 
as truly turned away from the cause of 
God as if SUNK in the OCEAN.” SM 2’128- 
o -0 -o -0 -o -0 -o -0 -o -o -0 -o -0 -o -0 -0 -0 132.

THE HOUR GF DARKNESS -
THE SPIRIT OF ELIJAH - shown by Sr .White 
in this same Series of Articles as sho 
likens the APOSTASY in the Days of AHAB 
to this our Day...

”7,000 in Israel...which have NOT bow
ed unto BAAL”...THE APOSTASY prevailing 
TODAY is similar...SCIENCE*..with decep
tive power to cause men & women to place 
human INSTITUTIONS where God should bo... 
(when the Spirit of God comes upon them)

“Many will CEASE to pay HOMAGE to man
made INSTITUTIONS, and will take their 
stand FEARLESSLY on the Side of GOD and 
HIS LAW.” RH A3’371-2. Oct.23, 1913. 
(See PK 167-300.) Everything seems to be 
converging together in this MIDNIGHT 
HOUR. KELLOGG “GOD-WITHIN” OPEGA. THE 
JERUSALEM CENTERS. “GATHER, YEA, GATHER.. 
O(denomi-)NATION NOT DESIRED.“TI:180.; 
YAHfiEH(EMMANUEL MOVEIEITJ SEE LIBRARY.’) 

Who will Help this midnight Message?
The Soul .you Save - may be your own!


